
NEW COLLECTION



Dansez is a British manufacturer and retailer of premium 

dance and active wear. Our customers value our pedigree, 

knowledge and experience that we bring to the design and 

production of our clothing.

Since 1975 our collections have been designed to exact 

requirements for the physical challenges of performance. 

Our iconic designs are considered to be leaders in their field 

and our sports bras are a testament to that fact. From the 

launch of our Minimal Bounce Bra in the 80’s through to the 

new FirmFit® and Embrace brands, our product design is 

adaptive and at one with the female form.

We are a customer focussed business that is continually 

improving the quality, look, feel and image of our products. 

Our success is determined by the desire we create in our 

customers for our collections. This can be enhanced through 

like minded business partnerships which compliment our 

ethos and beliefs. 



As part of a continued drive to find new ways to collaborate 

with retailers we have developed our new Retailing 

Partnership programme.  

We are instantly recognisable for our beautifully designed 

and British manufactured collections . As well as our own 

premium label, FirmFit activewear and Embrace dancewear 

brands, our bespoke service is utilised by some of the worlds 

leading dance academies’ and schools.

A positive brand association with other online and hight 

street retailers is key to our growth and we will support 

our retailing partners in delivering a positive customer 

service and experience of our brand . Our Retail Partnering 

programme includes extensive product placement and POS 

support through a dedicated marketing toolkit that includes 

professional lifestyle imagery, product photography for 

online product listings and beautiful packaging.

This is an great opportunity to work alongside a great British 

brand that has been at the forefront of dance apparel design 

and manufacturing for over 40 years. 
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Dansez Retailing Partnership



Dansez dancewear has consistently created beautiful and 

original designs ever since we introduced the first, non 

gusseted, Cotton/Poly/Lycra leotards back in 1975. In 2016 

we are still at the forefront of creativity and our collections 

utilise the latest premium Italian fabrics that offer stylish and 

luxury alternatives to other brands.

Whether our products are used for dance class, rehearsal, 

competition or performance we offer girls and women the 

chance to wear a leotard that has been lovingly made to 

improve performance and compliment the body line in all 

forms of dance. Our UK manufacturing operation provides 

bespoke services for unique school uniforms as well as 

extensive collections for budding ballerinas, committed 

dance students and professional dancers.

Our latest range includes the new Embrace brand which has 

been created for professional dancers. It is no surprise that 

our garments are already worn by many leading dancers 

around the world because they have been designed  to look 

stylish and perform well under intense muscle work. The new 

collection includes the use of the latest performance fabrics 

from Italy which work with a dancers muscles to keep them 

feeling cool and dry under pressure.

Dansez Dancewear
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Style 1707

Fabric and features:
Elegant boat neck style with exclusive 

perforated fabric feature.

Quick dry fabric with tridimensional 

elasticity for perfect freedom of 

movement, impeccable wearability 

and maximum retention of shape.
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Style 1704

Fabric and features:
Designed for professional dancers to 

accentuate their elegant lines

Tank top leotard with adjustable front 

gather - Black

Perforated central front and back 

sections highlight the abdominal 

muscles and allow skin to breathe

Honeycomb fabric construction allows 

air to circulate for a cooler and more 

hygienic experience

Fabrics with tridimensional elasticity 

for perfect freedom of movement, 

impeccable wearability and maximum 

retention of shape.



Style 1705

Fabric and features:
Layered camisole leotard with 

adjustable gather - Titanium Grey

Exclusive soft waffle weave fabric 

layer

Quick dry fabrics with tridimensional 

elasticity for perfect freedom of 

movement

Designed for professional dancers to 

accentuate their elegant lines



Style 1708

Fabric and features:
Designed for professional dancers to 

accentuate their elegant lines

Elegant boatneck leotard

Exclusive soft waffle weave fabric

Quick dry fabrics with tridimensional 

elasticity for perfect freedom of 

movement



Style 1701

Fabric and features:
Tank top leotard with high leg line 

designed for professional dancers to 

accentuate their elegant lines

Stylish seam flows around the body 

creating the perfect fit

Includes a secret bra layer giving extra 

support

Quick dry fabrics with tridimensional 

elasticity giving support and allowing 

perfect freedom of movement



Style 1709

Fabric and features:
Designed for professional dancers to 

accentuate their elegant lines

Black biketard with stunning open 

oval back and smooth velcro neck 

fastener

Perforated central front and back 

sections highlight the abdominal 

muscles and allow skin to breathe

Honeycomb fabric construction allows 

air to circulate for a cooler and more 

hygienic experience

Fabrics with tridimensional elasticity 

for perfect freedom of movement, 

impeccable wearability and maximum 

retention of shape.



Style 1706

Fabric and features:
Designed for professional dancers to 

accentuate their elegant lines

Elegant boatneck leotard with deep 

infilled V front

Low scooped waffle infilled back

Exclusive soft waffle weave fabric

Quick dry fabrics with tridimensional 

elasticity for perfect freedom of 

movement.



Style 1703

Fabric and features:
Camisole leotard with unique 

perforated overlay highlighting the 

empire line

Quick dry, Sensitive fabrics with 

tridimensional elasticity and support 

for perfect freedom of movement

Designed for professional dancers to 

accentuate their elegant lines



Style 1508

Fabric and features:
Designed for professional dancers to 

accentuate their elegant lines

Black biketard with stunning open 

oval back and smooth velcro neck 

fastener

Stretch lace central front and back 

sections highlight the abdominal 

muscles and allow skin to breathe

Honeycomb fabric construction allows 

air to circulate for a cooler and more 

hygienic experience

Fabrics with tridimensional elasticity 

for perfect freedom of movement, 

impeccable wearability and maximum 

retention of shape.



Style 1702 

Fabric and features:
Modern high leg line and cap sleeve.

Quick dry fabric with tridimensional 

elasticity for perfect freedom of 

movement, impeccable wearability 

and maximum retention of shape.



ACTIVEWEAR TO INSPIRE

Colours:
Top:
Pink; Titanium; Turchase
Bottom:
Wine; Navy; Hollywood

Style 1702 continued...



Our Mission

We take high tech sustainable fabrics and turn them into 

expertly styled dance and activewear garments

Our Vision

To be the premier brand of desirable dance and activewear 

that understands the physical demands on the female body

Our Beliefs

We are passionate about designing beautiful products that 

can become essential elements of exercise and performance

We take inspiration from our customers when they bring our 

products to life and give them a real purpose 

We understand the importance of our suppliers and value 

their contribution to our capability of achieving our mission 

We recognise diversity in all that we do and value the 

opportunity this brings to make our company stronger
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Contact: Samantha Carney            Samantha@dans-ez.com           www.dans-ez.com
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